The first infrared spectroscopy in the 3-13 micron region has been obtained of several persistent Leonid meteor trains with two different instrument types, one at a desert ground-based site and the other on-board a high-flying aircraft. The spectra exhibit common structures assigned to enhanced emissions of warm CH_, CO2, CO and HzO, which may originate from heated trace air compounds or materials created in the wake of the meteor. This is the first time that any of these molecules has been observed in the spectra of persistent trains. Hence, the mid-IR observations offer a new perspective on the physical processes that occur in the path of the meteor at some time after the meteor itself has passed by. Continuum emission is observed also, but its origin has not yet been established.
Introduction
Spectroscopy of meteors and persistent trains in the infrared (IR) part of the spectrum from about 3 to 13 microns has long been expected to be a useful tool in our efforts at understanding the composition of meteoroids 
Results

MIRIS RESULTS
The airborne MIRIS data were obtained the night of the storm, 18 Nov.
1999 UT, with the best spectrum recorded being that of the so-called "Y2K" train ( The same data are shown in a semi-log plot to bring out the molecular bands superposed on a continuum rising towards five microns ( Figure   2b 
CO
The shape of thermal emission bands can be used to determine the excitation temperature of the responsible molecules. Figure  7 shows calculations for the CO molecule that is believed to be responsible for the band between 4.4 and 5.0 microns. The shape is significantly broader at the high temperatures of T -5,000 K and T -10,000 K that are reported for the hot and warm visible emissions from meteors. The train emission is more typical for a gas at T -300 K, which is consistent with the observation by Borovicka and Jenniskens (2000) that the Y2K train temperature decreased from -4,500 K to -1,200 K in a mere two seconds.
It is also consistent with the results from Chu et al. (2000) , which determined the temperature of sodium emission from persistent trains using LIDAR measurements of the Doppler broadening of the It is not certain that the rise itself must be due to warm water vapor band emission centered at 6.24 microns, or whether there may be thermal dust continuum emission analogous to that seen in cometary spectra.
However, the absence of strong continuum dust emission in the 8-13 micron region (wedge 3, Figure 6 ) argues against a broad thermal dust continuum with or without silicate emission, and is consistent with the rapid decline expected in warm water vapor emission beyond 7 microns.
One difficulty with the warm water vapor interpretation is that the 
